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Town Day by HARJ ORLUKH
It was the first town day of the summer for the Menominee boys. The campers were
fired up, the buses got loaded and they were all ready to spend the day in the
beautiful town of Minocqua. JOSH STONE and JOEY FINFER were dressed to
impress for the bustling city streets. As the bus left, the perfect song at the perfect
moment came on, “Cheerleader” by Omi, which is slowly becoming the song of the
summer this year. Upon arriving, the groups split. Some, like LIAM WELSH O’HARE’S
group, headed straight to the Sushi store. REID KANTER directed his group to
Packerland Plus. Others headed to Island City Ice Cream, Book World or the

MAX and NATE BEERMANN in
Packerland!

granddaddy of them all Dan’s Minocqua Fudge Shop where ISAAC MILLER and ISAAC
WEISS purchased some goodies. Those stores, along with Toy Land and activities like
miniature golf, remained very busy with the Menominee visitors throughout the
afternoon. Like every year, everyone headed to Alexander’s Pizza for dinner where
JULIAN GANCMAN was seen playing a game of pool and JACK FORMAN was on the
arcade machines. To finish the day off, we went over to the lake to watch the
Min-Aqua Bats Water Ski Show. The campers definitely left their mark there by

The Minocqua-bats one leg skiing

praising their favorite female skiers! BRETT WEISS and MAX PTASZNIK were heard saying the show was
“great!” We all hopped back on to the bus to head home at 8pm. At this point everybody was tired after a
long, energetic day. COOPER SPECTOR had bought himself basketball cards, JOEY HOFFMAN got himself a
wallet and JACK FORMAN was seen playing with his new yo-yo. Some campers had their siblings in mind, like
JAKE REINHARDT who bought his sister some earrings from Packerland Plus and JAKE HOODACK who
purchased his sister a beautiful jewelry box.
JACK SACKS on Town Day:
“Town day first session 2015 was a success! My group enjoyed a great lunch at the
Minocqua brewery followed by mini-golf, some shopping and unbelievable ice-cream
from Island City. After we met up with the whole group and had some last minute pizza from Alexander’s, we headed to the lake to witness the Minocqua-Bats Ski Show.
Everyone enjoyed it as always! After we watched the show we headed back to camp
where it was nice to be reunited with everyone again.”
JOEY FINFER enjoying ice-cream
TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS on Town Day:
“One clear goal for the Camp Menominee family of 2015 was to make it back to Island City Café for some
great ice-cream! After a long day out on the town of Minocqua, the Menominee men, as always, left the place
cleaner than we found it before heading back to the Friendly Confines.”

Tomorrow's weather report

75˚

Mostly sunny and dry, although the
temperature could drop. Lucky
canteen number 111.
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Counselor Profile
Name: Nate Friefeld

Age: 18

Cabin: 12

Activities: Archery, Track, Rock band

Favorite sport:Football

Favorite food: Spaghetti meatball

Role model: Kevin Dann

Film: The Godfather

First Menominee memory: In my first Sun & Wind competition in 2007,
Ivan Rodriquez was our wind captain and we wore Togas for the silent
meal!
Capture the Flag by COREY NEWHAM
Captain COREY NEWHAM assembled his Sun troops ready for a game of Capture the Flag. When lining up, the
Wind team looked very promising with various Senior’s known for their speed and agility. The Sun team outlined
their planned tactics, with team-work being high on the list. The Wind looked like they were going to take an
early lead when they captured the flag swiftly. They then tossed the flag over to captain SAM MAETZOLD
who, unfortunately, dropped the flag before getting to the line. The Sun went straight back on the offence with
their Junior’s being a key part of the closing stages. The Sun team went on to take an unforgettable victory and
make the overall Sun & Wind scores more interesting!
Pursuit Relay and Frisbee Relay by ANDREW BLECHMAN
The morning of July 13th started off with an old Sun & Wind classic; The Pursuit
Relay. With the Sun team down 4-2 overall, they really needed to take command of the
game. JUSTIN SCHOENEMAN set the tone for the Sun team with a great lap and
hand-off combination in the initial stages. Next, speedster JULIAN GANCMAN built a
lead for his team, putting them slightly ahead of their opposition. Throughout the midsection of the relay, it was neck and neck with great performances from ROSS
FISHER, CHARLIE KANTER and TOM SCOTT from with Wind team and MICHAELRAY BRETT WEISS sprinting for
DESOMBRE, NOAH LAZARUS and KASE RATZLAFF for the Sun team. In the end the glory
Wind team proved too tough to defeat, with NATE FRIEFELD as the caboose,
sprinting his team to victory. The Sun team were now desperate for a win and avoid an even bigger deficit. In
the Frisbee relay, captain COREY NEWHAM devised the genius ‘conga line’ strategy. Hoping this would change
the luck for his team. Once again, the game was too close to call early on with both sides pushing for the win.
Big throws by TYLER K-DAVIS and ETHAN WAGMAN propelled the Sun team to a narrow victory in the end.
The competition remains close with only a few events remaining. Its anybody’s to take!
Midday Manhunt by JOSH SWALES
Yesterday saw the return of a camp favorite, Midday Manhunt! In the initial stages, Team Sun opted for a defensive style. They decided to hunt for the hiders
from team Wind to stop them getting into the safety ring. ETHAN WAGMAN and
CALEB SACKS gave Sun a strong lead, along with a few others trying to make sure
COREY’S men would come out on top. Team Wind came back strongly, while team
Sun continued to fight back well, but only one team could be victorious. Eventually,
JAKE CZUPEK ready for action
team Wind were glorious after their hard work! Both sets of boys played a great
game and showed great sportsmanship throughout, so well done to all of you! The best part about Sun & Wind is
that even though it is competitive, we always remember to be friendly. Events like this help us to form new
bonds and strengthen our skills working as a team, which is always a positive thing. Shout out to JACOB
CHORCHES and ANDREW BLECHMAN for their hard work in organizing all the events.
A QUOTE TO THINK ABOUT:
“ THE BETTER PART OF ONE’S LIFE CONSISTS OF ONE’S FRIENDSHIPS.”
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